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Abstract- The Moving Vehicle Coordinating System (MVCS) is developed to control hassle at signal and efforts for smooth 
traffic flow. The prototype is modeled for metro cities where the road width is prime concerned. Vehicle collisions are 
another challenge which comes out in inadequate traffic signal system. The unique identity numeral VIN (Vehicle 
Identification Number) installed in MVCS allows moving vehicles to detect the mobile or static obstacle and avoid the 
collision which could lead further fatal road mishap. According to World Health Organization (WHO), road accidents 
annually cause approximately 1.2 million deaths worldwide with a continuous rise in statistics. MVCS will undoubtedly 
provide an extensive range of applications with incomparable characteristics which can be classified into Safety 
Management, Traffic Monitoring, and Driver Assistance System. The System is made up of three Sub-Systems, mainly, 
Ultrasonic Range Finder, Anchor System and Signal Communicators. The prime applications of MVCS are Fuel Economy 
and Anti-theft technology. When two vehicles run back to back, maintaining a constant minimum distance between them, the 
fuel efficiency of the second vehicle inevitably increases. Extensive use of this technology will overcome most of the current 
deficiencies in traffic management. It will eliminate fatal accidents. The incredible rise in fuel price makes it all the more 
urgent and compelling to bring this technology into use. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 
 
Road accidents have set India a class apart with over 
1.2 lakh deaths annually. The country has superseded 
China with a terrific worldwide collision rate. Every 
3 minutes, an Indian loses life in a road accident. 
Statistics blatantly depict that Mumbai has surpassed 
all cities with 25,471 road accidents, Delhi zoomed 
second at 7281 followed by Bangalore at 6031, 
Indore at 4995 and Bhopal at 3459. The first ever 
Global Status Report on Road Safety by World 
Health pointed to speeding, drunken driving and 
neglect of helmet use, seat belts and child restraint in 
vehicles as the major contributing factors. Every 
hour, 40 people under 25 years of age die in road 
collision around the globe. With increasing use of 
modern vehicles, the youth, i.e. people aged 15-29 
years, have become the prime victims of fatal 
accidents. According to WHO, this is the 2nd most 
threatening cause of death for 5 to 29 year olds. The 
total number of road deaths annually passed the 
135,000 mark according to the latest report of 
National Crime Records Bureau or NCRB. Trucks 
and two-wheelers were accountable for over 40 
percent of deaths. Also, peak traffic in the evening 
rush hours renders roads unsafe to be on. The Vehicle 
Communication System (MVCS) is a set of traffic 
monitoring devices that imply elimination of 
excessive vehicle collisions.  
 
It will provide a wide range of applications with 
different characteristics. The possible applications are 
categorized in the following categories: Safety, 
Traffic Management, Driver assistance system, 
Policing and enforcement. 
 

II. DESIGN 
 

The system is made up of three sub-systems: 
 
1. Ultrasonic Range Finder: 
There are no such special components are used other 
than the microcontroller. The system uses 5 regular 
transistors to receive and transmit the ultrasound and 
a comparator to set the threshold echo detection level 
–The ultrasonic transducers are standard 40 
kHz types. The PIC sonar range is ~3 meters.  Finder 
works by transmitting a short pulse of sound at a 
frequency inaudible to the ear (ultrasonic sound or 
ultrasound). Afterwards the microcontroller receives 
echo of that sound. The time from transmission to 
echo reception lets you calculate the distance from 
the object. 

 

 
Fig 1. Ultrasonic range Finder 

 
2. Anchor System: 
The Anchor system continuously supervises the 
distance between two vehicles. The information 
obtained by the Ultrasonic rangefinder is used to 
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sustain the distance between two vehicles. Anchor 
System models of single lane traffic assume that there 
is a correlation between vehicles in a range of inter 
vehicle spacing, from zero to about 100 to 120 meters 
and grant clear form for this coupling. The modeling 
assumes that each driver following vehicle is an 
active, operational and predictable control element in 
the driver-vehicle-road system. These tasks are 
designated psychomotor skills or perceptual-motor 
skills because they require a continued motor 
response to a continuous series of incentive.  
 
A. Subtasks:  
The relatively simple and common driving task of 
one vehicle following another on a straight roadway 
where there  is no passing (ignoring all other 
secondary tasks such as steering, routing, etc.) can be 
categorized into three specific subtasks 
 
(1) Experience: The driver fetches 
relevant information through the channel. This 
information arises primarily from the motion of the 
front vehicle and the driver's vehicle. Some of the 
more noticeable information elements, only part of 
which a driver is sensitive to, are vehicle speeds 
accelerations and higher derivative sinter-
vehicle spacing, relative speeds, rate of closure, and 
functions of these variables. 
 
(2) Decision Making: A driver interprets the 
information obtained by testing it over time in order 
to provide adequate updating of inputs interpreting 
the information is carried out within the framework of 
a knowledge & understanding of vehicle 
characteristics or class of characteristics and from the 
driver's vast range of driving experience. The 
integration of current information and catalogued 
knowledge allows for the improvement of driving 
strategies which become "automatic" and from which 
evolve "driving skills. 
 
(3) Implementation: The experienced driver can 
execute control commands with skillfulness, 
smoothness, and coordination, constantly relying on 
feedback from his own responses which are 
superimposed on the dynamics of the system's 
counterparts (lead vehicle and roadway). 
 
3. Signal Communicators: 
 

 
Fig 2.Signal Communicators 

Traffic is the major problem of today's world. The 
resolution to the problem can be achieved by 
effective coordinating system. The Signal will have 
an RF antenna which continuously sends a CC 
(Confidential Code). After accessing the CC the 
vehicle responses it's VIN (Vehicle Identification 
Number), The VIN is a unique number of the 
car. According to responses and other priorities the 
signal allows the traffic to flow for a specific time. 
The Anchor System, Distance calculator i.e. 
Ultrasonic Range Finder and Signal communicators 
works simultaneously to provide efficient traffic 
flow. 
 
III. IMPLEMENTATION 
 

1. ULTRASONIC RANGE FINDER 
 

Range  ~5cm - 300cm 

Accuracy  +/-3cm 

Transducer frequency  40kHz 

Internal oscillator frequency  4MHz 
 

2. ANCHOR SYSTEM 
 

 
Fig 3.  Working of Anchor System 

 
The fig. 3 demonstrates a block diagram of anchor 
system. In this system the error and the following 
vehicle situation is given as input to the mechanism. 
The driver mechanism consists of experience and 
information gathering and decision making and 
implementation. The experience and information 
gathering collects the information from the input and 
forwards it to decision making and implementation 
part. The decision making and implementation unit 
interprets the data and gives command to the 
implementation section where actual driving action 
is control. 
 
3. SIGNAL COMMUNICATORS 
 
Signal communicators are effective in counting the 
vehicles on each side of the path and taking a 
decision promptly. The main idea of implementing 
this signal is to obtain ease in traffic. The signal 
communicators have specific parameters. 
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Fig 4.Working of Signal Communicator 

 
Signals communicators are used to count the vehicles 
on each side and take a decision on time. The main 
plan of implementing this kind of signal is to get easy 
traffic. The signal communicators have following 
parameters. 

• Transmitter  
• Receiver  
• Transmitter (Data to server)  
• The decider   

 
A.    Transmitter:  
CC is Confidential Code. Each signal has a unique 
CC which is transmitted to the passing vehicles. After 
receiving this, the vehicle sends its VIN i.e. Vehicle 
Identification Number. The VIN is the unique chassis 
number of a vehicle. The CC acts as a password to 
access the chassis number. This project involves a 
wireless module to transmit this CC. The range of the 
module is 300 to 350 ft. Highly instructive antennae 
will channel the CC in a particular direction. At the 
side which receives maximum response, the traffic 
will be allowed to move. This action will occur 
considering various priorities.  When a side has 
vehicles like Ambulance, Disaster management 
vehicles, VIP moments etc. it will be given first 
priority..  
 
B.     Receiver:  
The receiver is used to read the VIN which is 
transmitted by the vehicle. It stands as a vital 
component of this system. If a considerable amount 
of VIN isn't received, the signal will fail to take 
action. 
 
C.      Transmitter (Data to sever):  
The transmitter transmits the received VIN numbers 
from the signals to the server. A register is created to 
help the RTC (Road Traffic Control) officers monitor 
and scan the passing vehicles. It helps track a 
vehicle's location without a GPS system. For 
instance,  if a vehicle crosses a signal XYZ, at a 
particular location, the corresponding location of the 

vehicle can be found  within the area. With every 
vehicle having to cross the signals, any vehicle's 
location can be marked. To facilitate search for a 
particular vehicle, the register records which vehicle 
has crossed which signal currently. 
 
D.    The decider:  
The decider is simply the brain of the Signal 
Communicator.  
 

It contains the basic idea of the Vehicle 
Communication System. It effectively deals with 
components like ultrasonic range finder and distance 
calculator. Other properties are frequency range, data 
transfer rate and power level of different types of tags 
and reader. 
 
Keeping in mind several constraints, the decider 
decides which side of the road has to let go the traffic. 
It is nothing but the regular microcontroller based 
decision making section of  Signal Communicators. 
Every high priority vehicle will possess an extra 4 bit 
code considering which side has to be given extra 
priority. The decider performs calculations involved 
in counting the number of vehicles and identifying 
the high priority vehicle and is thus undoubtedly the 
brain of the system. 
 
The whole process can be clearly understood in  Fig.4 
above. The signals with specific instructional 
antennae make it possible for the decider to take 
action. The above figure clearly depicts how signal 
communicators work. The signal is made green to 
make way for life saving vehicles like Ambulance, 
Disaster management vehicles, VIP moments though 
same number of vehicles  are on the opposite side.  
 
IV.   LIFE WITH MVCS 
 
 1.   Fuel efficiency: 
Customers have been spending more on gasoline than 
they have in nearly three-four decades. With pump 
prices at their highest level on record for this time of 
year, the stage is set for an even increase in gasoline 
prices and expenditures than in 2012. 
 
Avoiding high speeds on open highway roads results 
in safer driving and better fuel economy. In highway 
driving, over 50% of the power produced by the 
engine is used to overcome aerodynamic drag. Drag 
and thus fuel consumption increases rapidly at speeds 
above 80km/h. On the average, a vehicle uses about 
15% more fuel at 90km/h, and 25%  more fuel at 
100km/h compared to when it is doing only 80km/h. 
However, this should not lead one to conclude that 
the lower the speed, the better the fuel economy - 
because it is not. The Fuel consumption of an average 
vehicle increases sharply at speeds below 50km/h. 
When two vehicles run back to back maintaining 
unbroken minimum distance between them, fuel 
efficiency of the 2nd vehicle increases. 
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2. Anti theft Technology: 
Steering-wheel lock Price: $25-$100 
Kill switchPrice: $10-$125 
Alarms:Price: $150-$1,000 
Hood locks:Price: $20-$50 
Tire locks: Price: $80-$200 
 
Day to Day hiking cost of Anti theft tools So Vehicle 
safety can be achieved by Signal Communicators. As 
the VIN is registered at every traffic signal the 
location can be pinpointed very easily by detecting 
the VIN. 
 
V. CHALLNGES MVCS FACES 
 
As authors have suggested the installation of Moving 
Vehicle Coordinating System (MVCS) in vehicles 
which works for better traffic control and hassle free 
traffic flow. It also looks up the flow of the vehicle 
which need some priority. Life saving vehicles like 
Ambulance, Disaster management vehicles, VIP 
moments, etc is having higher priorities than the 
moving vehicle. With the discussed protocol it does 
not allow flow of higher priority vehicle which are 
stuck in traffic congestion. Like in ultrasonic range 
~100-~125meters, if the length of traffic congestion 
is 75meters and few higher priorities vehicles stuck in 
range of 50 meters from signal so in that case the 
desired vehicle can be moved only if we have some 
predefined lane. It can be resolved with the 
introduction of pre defined lane but lane utilization 
issue would emerge as another problem. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
Apart from the conventional traffic signal system 
here authors have proposed the MVCS which works 
on moving vehicles which are installed with this 
device. It does not work for device-less vehicle. 
Since, in the metropolitan cities traffic congestion has 
been serious problem in the lifestyle and so this 
device shows its optimal performance when lanes 

which are designed for the traffic should have some 
protocols BRT (bus rapid transit) can be successful 
but it also challenges optimal lane utilization 
similarly introduction of dedicated lane in working of 
MVCS can release optimal lane utilization. Authors 
have opened the scope for working on this challenge 
for further research. 
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